have the a-twisted finite Laurent series ring RX [T] (resp. the a-twisted polynomial ring Rx [t] ).
We note that, if R is the integral group ring Z(G) of G and <x an automorphism of G, then a induces an automorphism, denoted again by a, of R=Z(G) and there is a standard isomorphism between RX[F] and Z{GxxF). Now, let D=F1xF2x-■ -xFn be a direct product of « free groupŝ i> ^2> ' ' " > Fn and a an automorphism of D which leaves all but one of the noncyclic factors in D pointwise fixed. In [3], we have proved that Wh(D xxT) =0 and K0Z(D xxT) = 0, where T is an infinite cyclic group. Let F be another free group. The purpose of this paper is to extend these results to For simplicity, in the rest of the paper, we will denote by a", the automorphism a*1 X id T of D XXT induced by the automorphism a" on D, where ¡i is any integer. We need the following result, which is the direct consequence of Next, suppose that Fis generated by {tx} and let RX[F] be the a-twisted group ring of F over a ring R with automorphism a. Notice that, in general, there is no augmentation from RX[F] into R. But for certain special rings, such augmentation in fact does exist. Our key step towards the proof of the main theorem is to find such rings so that we can make use of the results in [5] .
Now, let R=Z(D xx T). Then RX[F] is canonically isomorphic to Z({D XXT) XXF). Define a mapping eF:Rx[F]^R
by eF(rtx)=rt, for all r in R and tx in F, where t is the generator of T. Then it is clear that eF is a homomorphism of RX[F] onto R with eF(r)=r for all r in R, i.e., we can consider RX [F] as an R-ring with augmentation eF (cf. [5] ).
Note that the homomorphism i" : KlR-^-K1Ra (ii) (K0Z(D xxF)y*xmE)* = 0.
(iii) Wh(Z> X¡,F)//((aXÍdF)+) = 0.
We still do not know whether or not the factor T in the theorem can be dropped to give triviality of Wh(£) xa F). Perhaps it is useful to note where T=(tx ) for some 10 and F'=(tJ1tx :XjíX0).
